
CompArch SS 2020: Exercise 1 10.08.2020

1. Apply information exchange model to the SAXPY/ZAXPY

Consider the numerical task
yi ← αxi + yi, (1)

where x and y are arrays and α is a scalar. Assume a hardware shown in the figure with
the following parameters:

βmem = 2 Bytes/cycle, (2)

βfp,SP = 2 single-precision Flop/cycle, (3)

βfp,DP = 1 double-precision Flop/cycle. (4)

Calculate the latency per array element i ignoring start-up latencies, loop overheads and
instruction load operation for the following cases:

� SAXPY: xi, yi and α are single precision floating-point
numbers.

� DAXPY: xi, yi and α are doube precision floating-point
numbers.

� ZAXPY: xi, yi and α are double precision complex
numbers in an Cartesian representation.

For all cases compute the Arithmetic Intensity as well as the effective performance b̃fp.
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2. Attainable performance

The computers in the CIP pool are equipped with quad-core Intel Core i5-4570 pro-
cessors (Haswell generation). These dual-core processors have the following performance
features:

� Two AVX2 pipelines per core at f = 3.2 GHz provide an aggregate theoretical
peak throughput of single-precision (double-precision) floating-point operations of
204.8 GFlop/s (102.4 GFlop/s).

� Two memory channels equipped with DDR3-1600 memory provide a theoretical
peak bandwidth of 25 GByte/s.



Following the roofline model, what is the fraction of the theoretical peak throughput
of floating-point performance that is attainable for the numerical tasks SAXPY and
DAXPY.

3. Complex Multiplications

Consider the operation
z ← v · w, (5)

where v, w and z are complex numbers. Assume an Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)
which includes the following instructions:

Load float from memory: ld addr dreg
Store float to memory: st sreg addr
FP addition: fadd sreg1 sreg2 dreg
FP subtraction: fsub sreg1 sreg2 dreg
FP multiplication: fmul sreg1 sreg2 dreg

Use this ISA to implement the given operation. For simplicity assume the register file
to be infinitely large.

4. Refine the information exchange model

Update the ZAXPY case by taking instruction load operations into account. Assume
that up to 2 instructions are encoded in an 4 Byte word.


